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Contents
Topics Vocabulary

ñ everyday activities, chores
ñ appearance
ñ personality
ñ phrasal verbs with after
ñ forming adjectives from verbs &
nouns 

ñ animals
ñ flora & fauna
ñ social issues
ñ natural habitats
ñ phrasal verbs with out
ñ forming nouns from verbs 

ñ travel & holidays 
ñ modes of transport
ñ accommodation
ñ holiday problems
ñ ways of travelling
ñ phrasal verbs with off
ñ forming adjectives with
negative meaning

ñ polite behaviour 
ñ types of schools 
ñ school/college subjects
ñ phrasal verbs with down
ñ forming nouns from
verbs/nouns

ñ parts of the body
ñ moods & feelings
ñ body language
ñ festivals
ñ phrasal verbs with over
ñ forming adjectives (-ful/-less)

ñ youth culture gadgets 
ñ films & TV 
ñ the Internet
ñ phrasal verbs with in

ñ occupations & employment/
jobs

ñ job skills & qualities 
ñ phrasal verbs with through
ñ forming adjectives from verbs

ñ self defence
ñ street crime
ñ law breakers 
ñ phrasal verbs with away

ñ animal sounds 
ñ weather 
ñ natural disasters
ñ temperature
ñ phrasal verbs with up

ñ sports & fitness 
ñ food
ñ phrasal verbs with on
ñ compound nouns

ñ Love your neighbour?
ñ What does your bedroom say about you? 

ñ UK Wildlife – SOS!
ñ How to make a wildlife pond
ñ The Countryside Code – Advice for the
Public 

ñ Wish you weren’t here!
ñ Grange Hotel 
ñ A holiday experience 

ñ Mind your Manners!
ñ Short messages 

ñ Mythical creatures
ñ Speaking without saying a word 
ñ Halloween 

ñ Dick Summers – Special Effects Supervisor
ñ Using the remote control 
ñ Tokyo teens 

ñ Cracking Career!
ñ Personality types
ñ Getting a job

ñ Self Defence
ñ Watch out!  
ñ Cameras all around you 

ñ Nature attacks!

ñ Festive Food Calendar
ñ Body Image  
ñ Healthy lifestyles  

UNIT 1
Neighbours
(pp. 4-11) 

UNIT 2
Call of the wild
(pp. 12-19) 

UNIT 3
Take a break
(pp. 20-27) 

UNIT 4
Live & learn
(pp. 28-35) 

UNIT 5
Weird &
wonderful
(pp. 36-43) 

UNIT 6
State-of-the-art
(pp. 44-51) 

UNIT 7
All in a day’s
work
(pp. 52-59) 

UNIT 8
Staying safe
(pp. 60-67) 

UNIT 9
Forces of nature
(pp. 68-75) 

UNIT 10
Festive time
(pp. 76-83)

ñ people’s character
& appearance 

ñ the environment

ñ holidays

ñ education  

ñ parts of the body
ñ moods & feelings

ñ entertainment
ñ technology

ñ employment
ñ clothes

ñ safety 
ñ emergencies 
ñ bullying 

ñ nature
ñ weather
ñ natural disasters

ñ food
ñ fitness & health

Reading

Curricular Cut (pp. 84-87) Eco-friends (pp. 92-95)
Culture Clip (pp. 88-91) Special Day (pp. 96-98)
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Grammar    Listening Speaking Writing

ñ requesting help
ñ making & accepting apologies
ñ describing people
ñ introducing oneself & others
ñ social expressions 
ñ expressing admiration 

ñ making suggestions 
ñ agreeing & disagreeing

ñ booking a guided tour 
ñ asking for information
ñ expressing dissatisfaction 

ñ making polite requests 
ñ telephone etiquette 

ñ inviting & accepting or refusing
an invitation 

ñ making decisions 
ñ exclamations 

ñ asking about a problem/offering
help

ñ recommending a film/game etc

ñ talking about ambitions 
ñ agreeing/disagreeing with
opinions

ñ discussing safety 
ñ giving an eye-witness account
ñ warning others 
ñ expressing annoyance & calming
sb down 

ñ expressing possibility 
ñ making assumptions/deductions 

ñ asking for/giving directions
ñ talking about festivals

ñ present tenses
ñ already, just, yet, (n)ever
ñ stative verbs

ñ modals I (must, have to,
should, ought to, mustn’t)

ñ will - going to
ñ time words
ñ future tenses

ñ past tenses 
ñ used to - would
ñ adverbs of time &
movement

ñ reported speech
(statements, questions,
commands)

ñ say - tell, reporting verbs

ñ comparatives &
superlatives

ñ defining & non-
defining relative clauses

ñ quantifiers 
ñ articles 
ñ adverbs 
ñ reflexive pronouns
ñ question tags 
ñ echo tags

ñ conditionals
ñ wishes 
ñ clauses of purpose

ñ the passive 
ñ causative form 
ñ clauses of result 
ñ each - every - either -

neither

ñ modals II: possibility,
probability, certainty
(may - might - must - can’t
- could)

ñ making deductions/
assumptions 

ñ infinitive/-ing form

ñ a paragraph about a neighbour
of yours

ñ a paragraph about your friend
ñ an informal letter giving news 

ñ an article about wildlife
habitats in your country 

ñ a letter to a friend about your
plans to help the environment 

ñ a letter asking for information

ñ a letter to a friend of yours
from a holiday hotel 

ñ a paragraph about your holiday
habits when you were younger 

ñ a story (1st-person narrative)

ñ Dos & Don’ts when dining out 
ñ a for-&-against essay 

ñ an article about a mythical
creature 

ñ a paragraph describing a
festival 

ñ a story (3rd-person narrative) 

ñ instructions on how to send 
a text message 

ñ a questionnaire
ñ a letter to a friend, reviewing 
a music CD

ñ a letter of application

ñ Dos & Don’ts on how to defend
yourself

ñ a leaflet about safety 
ñ an article providing solutions to
problems 

ñ an email invitation to a festival
ñ an article about a winter event 

ñ a calendar for festivals 
ñ a survey report

ñ identifying people

ñ importance of trees
ñ forests

ñ announcements
ñ holiday problems
ñ guided tours

ñ telephone etiquette
ñ school life in
another country

ñ a dream

ñ film review
ñ Internet safety

ñ guessing jobs 
ñ expressing regrets 
ñ preparing for
interview 

ñ tips for staying safe 
ñ reporting
emergencies 

ñ factfile
ñ precautions for
avalanche

ñ extreme weather
conditions 

ñ a sports survey
ñ gym membership 

Songsheets (pp. 99-104) Irregular verbs (p. 127)
Grammar Reference (pp. 105-126) American English-British English Guide (p.128)
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Close-up

4

b. Read the text and choose the correct word for each
space. Listen and check. In groups, explain the words/
phrases in bold. Mime or draw their meaning.

Lead-in

1 What does a good or bad
neighbour do? Look at the
pictures and say.

A good neighbour waters your plants
when you are away.

2 Think of your neighbours. How do
the actions in the pictures make
you feel: angry? annoyed?
embarrassed? thankful? grateful?

A: I get very angry when my neighbours
play loud music late at night.

B: Me too. I’m also annoyed when my
neighbour does DIY at night. 
He makes so much noise.

Reading & Listening

3 a. Read the title of the text and
look at the pictures again.
What is the text about? 
Read through and check. 

Completing a multiple choice cloze

Read the whole text to get an idea about the topic and general

meaning. Read again carefully. Read a complete sentence before

deciding on your choice of answer. Once you finish, read the

whole text again, with the answers, to see if it makes sense.

Idon’t know about 1) you, but the way I feel about my
neighbours depends on the time of year and even the time

of day. I’ll tell you why.

Iam a keen gardener but 2) ........ my next-door neighbour
has a large dog that loves digging. Every autumn I plant

bulbs and every spring I look 3) ........ to a wonderful display of
tulips, daffodils and snowdrops. I’m always disappointed and
it really gets me down. I’m sure my neighbour’s dog digs the
bulbs up and they’re 4) ....... given a chance to grow. I haven’t

1 water your plants
when you’re away 

4 do the shopping
for you

5 babysit your kids 

2 watch your house
when you’re away

3 feed your pet

4
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Everyday English 
(apologising)

4 Work in pairs. You have been a
bad neighbour. Use the language
in the table to apologise. Your
partner accepts your apology.

A: I’m very sorry about the noise last
night. I hope it didn’t wake you up.

B: That’s all right. I wasn’t at home.

Portfolio: Write a short
paragraph about a neighbour of
yours (40-60 words). Write:

ñ name & general impression
ñ what you like about him/her
ñ what you don’t like & reasons
ñ sum up your opinion

9 drop litter in
your garden

7 let their dog bark all
day/night

8 let their children
run wild

6 do DIY* at night

10 play loud music
late at night

Apologising

ñ Sorry!

ñ I’m really/very/so/sorry about/for ...

ñ I’d like to apologise/say sorry for ...

ñ I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to ...

ñ I (do) apologise (for) ...

Accepting an apology

ñ Don’t worry about it.

ñ Not at all.

ñ That’s (quite) all right/OK.

ñ It doesn’t matter (at all).

ñ Forget (about) it.

5 Think of ten words you have
learnt in this lesson. In pairs,
make sentences using them.

actually seen him do it, 5) ........ I give him the benefit of the
doubt. However, the same dog also does me a favour, because if
he sees birds trying to eat any seeds I plant, he chases them
away immediately. It’s because of him that I have such a lovely
vegetable patch. So you can see 6) ........ sometimes I love him
and at other times I hate him.

Then there’s my other neighbour 7) ........ the street. She’s a
lovely lady who waters my plants when I’m away and

generally keeps an eye on things 8) ........ me. Her three teenage
children, on the other hand, are another story. They often sit
on my garden wall in the evenings with their friends. They
usually have chips and soft drinks and they stay there for
hours, chatting cheerfully and laughing. It drives me crazy.
They make a lot of noise and always leave their empty drink
cans and chip papers 9) ........ , which really gets on my nerves!
I have to go out the next morning and clear away their rubbish.
But what can I do? I need to keep on good terms with them
because their mother is so good to me.

So, love them or hate them, unless you want to move
10) ........ it’s best to do what I do. You should try to get

along with your neighbours, even if they annoy you at times.

1a

5

1 A me B you C us D them

2 A accidentally B luckily C badly D unfortunately

3 A ahead B behind C forward D around

4 A never B often C usually D always

5 A although B so C then D but

6 A when B where C what D why

7 A across B over C round D opposite

8 A to B for C with D and

9 A after B off C out D behind

10 A home B house C address D flat

*DIY  = ‘do-it-yourself’ (the activity of making, repairing or decorating things 
in the home yourself, instead of paying somebody to do it)
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1b

6

Vocabulary practice

b. Match the highlighted character adjectives in the quiz to
the definitions below. Use them to describe your friends.

A: What is John like?
B: He’s very sensible. He doesn’t do childish, silly things.

1 develop original ideas,

imaginative

2 not do childish, silly

things

3 want to be successful

4 not get easily annoyed

5 be helpful

6 not tell lies

7 be very happy

8 not upset others easily

Personality

1 a. Match the personality names
(1-10) to the kind of
behaviour they refer to (a-j).
Are there any similar names
in your language?

b. Work in pairs. Choose names
for some of your family,
friends and neighbours and
give reasons.

A: My brother John is a chatterbox.
B: Why do you say that?
A: Because he can’t stop talking.

a scatterbrain

a lazybones

a chatterbox

a nosey parker

a killjoy

a smart alec

a silly billy

a high flier

a workaholic

a troublemaker10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

a curious, likes to know other

people’s business

b ambitious, achieves success

easily

c very hardworking, loves to work

d causes problems between

people

e forgetful, disorganised

f doesn’t like to be active

g boring, doesn’t like to have fun

h can’t stop talking

i behaves in a childish way, isn’t

sensible

j thinks they are very clever

® Reading

2 a. What type of person are you?
Do the quiz, check your score
and then compare answers
with your partner.

1 What is the first thing someone

notices when they walk into your

bedroom?

A the posters B the furniture

C the mess

2 What do you keep in your

drawers?

A souvenirs and knick-knacks

B neatly organised essential items

C magazines and sweet wrappers

3 Where is your favourite item of clothing right now?

A in the wash

B clean and hanging in the wardrobe

C I’m wearing it.

4 What do you usually head straight for when you go into your

room?

A my CD player B my desk C my bed

5 What do you do if your mum tells you your room is messy?

A tell her to stay out of my room

B tidy up

C hide everything under my bed

6 What is the last thing you do before you go to bed?

A write in my diary

B put out what I need for the next day

C listen to my favourite CD

Mostly As: You are creative and thoughtful. You like to express yourself through

art, music, writing or sport.

Mostly Bs: You are sensible as well as ambitious. You know what you want and

you always plan ahead.

Mostly Cs: You are easy-going and joyful and take each day as it comes. You are

honest and caring but value your privacy.

Word formation (adjectives from verbs & nouns)

3 Use your dictionaries to complete the sentences (1-6) with the
adjectives derived from the words in bold.

We can form adjectives from verbs and nouns by using the

following endings: -ful, -ic, -ive, -ible, -ious, -less, -ish, -y, -ing

e
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7

Portfolio: Write a short paragraph about your
friend (40-60 words). Write: 

ñ name  ñ what he/she is like, giving reasons
ñ your feelings about him/her

Phrasal verbs

6 Complete the sentences with
the correct verb form. Choose
a phrasal verb and draw a
picture of it.

Animal similes

7 Use the words to complete the phrases. 
Which similes best describe your family/friends?
Tell your partner. Give reasons.

1 Ann takes after her mum. 

She looks and behaves just like her. (resemble)

2 The policeman ....................... after the thief

and caught him. (pursue)

3 My dad ....................... after my baby brother

when Mum’s at work. (take care of)

1 John  is  very  forgetful.  He  never  remembers

where his things are. (FORGET)

2 Luke is ............................................. . I think 

he’ll become a painter. (CREATE)

3 He’s very ..................................... . He wants 

to become rich and famous. (AMBITION) 

4 Ann’s ........................................ . She always 

loses her things. (CARE)

5 Don’t be ....................................... . Think of 

others first. (SELF)

6 He’s very ......................................... . He tells 

the best jokes. (FUN)

A: How often do you do the washing-up?
B: Once or twice a week. And you?
A: I don’t. My mum does it.

A: Do you mind setting the table?
B: I’m sorry, but I must vacuum the carpets.

My grandfather is as blind as a bat. He can’t see
anything without his glasses.

Everyday English

® Requesting help

5 Work in pairs. Use the phrases in the language
box to act out dialogues as in the example.
Use the activities in Ex. 4. 8 Spend two or three minutes revising what you

have learnt in this lesson. Close your books
and tell your partner.Requesting help Agreeing/Refusing

ñ Can/Could you

(please) ...?

ñ Do you mind (+ -ing)

...?

ñ Do you think you

could ...?

ñ Sure. No problem!

ñ Sure. That’s fine.

ñ Yes, of course.

ñ I’m sorry, but ...

ñ I’d like to, but ...

ñ I’m afraid I can’t. I ...

bee

bat

fox

ñ do the washing-up

ñ tidy your room

ñ clear the table 

ñ polish the furniture/the floors

ñ change the bedsheet

ñ clean the bathroom

ñ clean walls/windows/the

oven/the bathroom

ñ mop the floor

ñ set the table

ñ feed the pet

ñ take out the rubbish

ñ vacuum the carpets

ñ dust the furniture

ñ put away clothes

ñ clean out the fridge

ñ every day/morning/week/month/etc

ñ once/twice/three times a day/week/month/etc

ñ daily/weekly/monthly

1 as sly as a .......................

2 as busy as a .......................

3 as blind as a .......................

Chores

® Speaking

4 Work in pairs. Use the table to find out which
chores your partner does and how often.
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8

1c Grammar in use

Grammar Reference

Present simple,
present continuous,
present perfect

® Reading & Listening 

b. Look at the verb forms in
bold in the cartoon. Find
examples of:

ñ a permanent state

ñ an action happening at or

around the time of speaking

ñ a habit or routine

ñ a fixed future arrangement

ñ an action which started in

the past and continues to

the present

What tense is used in each
case?

® Speaking 

2 Fill in do, go or have. Then use the question words to find out
about your partner’s daily routine and free-time activities.

A: How often do you go out for a meal?
B: Once a week. 

3 Read the example. Which tense is used for: timetables? future
arrangements? Use the notes to act out short exchanges.

A: What time does the film start?
B: It starts at 9:00, so we are meeting at 8:00.

FILM STARTS
9:00

MEET AT
8:00

TOUR STARTS
6:00

LEAVE HOTEL
5:15

Ladies and gentlemen,
this special potion comes
from the Amazon. It
makes you look younger
and live longer!

Really? Wow!

Look at me! I’m standing
here today, a handsome
young man – but I’m really
over 200 years old!

His secret is simple –
he drinks a bottle of
this potion every day.

Hmm. That sounds good. I’m
getting married next month.
I want to look much younger
on my wedding day.

How much
does it cost? 

í100
a bottle!

That’s
expensive!

Is he really 200 years old
or is he kidding us?

I honestly don’t know.
I’ve only been with him
for 150 years!

1 a. Look at the cartoon. What is
the man selling? What is
special about it? Listen and
read to find out. ñ How often ...?

ñ When ...?

ñ Where ...?

ñ What time ...?

ñ How ...?

flight departs
8:45

leave for airport 6:00

1) have breakfast / lunch/dinner 2) ........................ out for a meal 

3) ............... the washing-up 4) ............... for a walk 5) ............... to

bed 6) ............... shopping 7) ............... out with friends 8) ...............

the shopping 9) ................... homework 10) ................... housework

11) ............... jogging 12) ............... for a swim 13) ............... to work/

school 14) ............... to the cinema 15) ............... a shower/a bath

8
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1c

9 Put the verbs in brackets into the present
simple/continuous or present perfect simple/
continuous.

1 A: Have you seen (you/see) Mary recently?

B: No, .......................................... (not/talk)

to her since last month.

2 A: Why .........................................................

(you/taste) the milk?

B: It ..................................... (smell) strange. 

I think it ..................................... (go off). 

3 A: Where ..................................... (you/go)?

B: Shopping. ................................................

(you/want) anything?

4 A: You ....................................... (look) tired.

B: Yes. I ............................................ (work)

since 9 o’clock this morning.

5 A: Where .................................. (Tony/live)?

B: In London – but at the moment he ..........

...................................... (stay) in Bahrain.

6 A: .............................................. (you/come)

to Ann’s party tonight?

B: I’d love to, but I ................................ (fly)

to London. The plane ...............................

(leave) at 10:30.

4 a I think The Lord of the Rings is fantastic.

b I’m thinking of buying The Lord of the Rings.

5 a This cake tastes delicious.

b She’s tasting the soup to see if it’s spicy.

Stative verbs describe a state rather than an action
(e.g. like, love, hate, want, need, forget, remember, know,
suppose). They do not usually have continuous forms.
Some stative verbs do have continuous forms but
there is a difference in meaning. 

5 a. Work in pairs. Use the phrases to find out
what your partner has (never) done before.

ñ play the trumpet  ñ make a snowman
ñ ride a horse  ñ speak to a famous person 
ñ go to India  ñ drive a car  ñ eat caviar

A: Have you ever played the trumpet?
B: No, I haven’t. / Yes, I have.

b. Tell the class about your partner. 

John has never driven a car.

Already/Just/Yet/Ever/Never

4 Think of your day. What have you already/just/
not yet done? Tell your partner.

I’ve already had lunch.
I haven’t donemy homework yet.
I’ve just had a coffee.

Grammar Reference
Present perfect continuous

7 Use the verbs to write true sentences about
yourself and your family. Use since or for.

ñ study  ñ work  ñ play  ñ live

I’ve been studying French for two years/since 2004.

8 Read the theory box. Explain the meaning of
both sentences in each pair. Make sentences
of your own.

Grammar Reference

Stative verbs

Sentence transformations

10 The sentences below are about chores. Complete
the second sentence so that it means the same as
the first. Use no more than three words.

1 I hate doing the washing-up.

I don’t like doing the washing-up.

2 Take out the rubbish, please.

Could you ....................................... rubbish?

3 She dusts the furniture every two weeks.

She dusts the furniture ...................... month.

4 It’s a week since I last tidied my room.

I ................................... my room for a week.

5 Can you please mop the floor?

Do you mind ....................................... floor?

1 a Linda looks unhappy.

b Linda is looking for her necklace.

2 a Tina’s silk scarf feels very soft.

b Tina is feeling unwell today.

3 a Tom has his own flat.

b Tom is having a shower now.

11 Spend two or three minutes revising the
grammar structures you have learnt in this
lesson. In pairs, make sentences using them.

6 Read the sentences and answer the questions.

She has been working for him for a long time.

She has been working for him since 1992.

1 How do we form the present perfect continuous?

2 How do we use for/since?

3 Which question do the sentences answer?

(is)

(searching for)
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a Just fine, thanks.

b Take care. Have a nice

day.

c Sleep well.

d No, no. It’s my turn.

e Never mind. You’re here

now.

f Thanks. The same to you.

1 Which one is David?

2 Which one is Kim?

3 What is Ann going to do on her birthday?

A B C

Expressing admiration

Improving pronunciation 

Focus on stress and intonation. This helps you sound

more natural.

7 Listen to the sentences. Listen again and repeat.

8 Spend two or three minutes revising what you
have learnt in this lesson. Close your books and 
tell your partner.

® Listening

5 Listen, choose the correct picture for each
question and put a tick (�) in the box.

Social expressions

6 Match the exchanges. Listen and check.

ñ What beautiful eyes!

ñ What a lovely scarf!

ñ How funny he is!

ñ This is a lovely party,

isn’t it?

ñ This is just great!

Good night.

Have a nice weekend.

How’re things?

Bye. I’m off to school

now.

Let me buy you

lunch.

Sorry I’m late.6

5

4

3

2

1

Listening & Speaking skills

10

1 Use the phrases to talk about your family.

has got: curly/wavy/straight/short/long/
brown/fair hair
a moustache/a beard/glasses

is: plump/thin/slim
short/tall/of average height
bald
in their early/late thirties/twenties/teens
middle-aged/old

Describing people

® Speaking

Introducing ourselves/others

4 Portfolio:Work in groups. You are at a party.
Use the phrases in Ex. 2 to introduce the people.

2 Which of the following phrases do we use to
introduce: ourselves? others?

1 Hello there!

2 We haven’t met before, have we?

3 Jane, meet Bob.

4 Pleased to meet you.

5 Mr Smith, may I introduce Jane Sharp?

6 I don’t believe we’ve met before. I’m Bob Grant.

7 How do you do?

8 Hi – I’m Max.

9 Mr Smith, I’d like you to meet Paul Brown.

Jane: Hi, Max! This is a great party, isn’t it?

Max: Hello there! Yes, it is. We work

together at Smith’s. Bob, this is Jane, 

my next-door neighbour.

Jane: , Bob.

Bob: Nice to meet you too, Jane.

Max: Oh! I don’t believe it! There’s our boss

and his wife standing over there.

Bob: Oh no! He’s coming over. I’ll see you later.

Mr Smith: Good evening, Max.

Max: Hello. Jane, this is my boss,

Mr Smith.

Mr Smith: .

Jane: Pleased to meet you.

d | 

c | 

b | 

a | 

3 Complete the conversation with sentences
from Ex. 2. Listen and check. 

A B C

A B C

1d
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Getting started

1 Do you write letters to your friends/pen-
friends? How often? What do you write to
each other about? Ask and answer in pairs.

Opening/Closing remarks

4 Mark the phrases in the following list as OR
(opening remarks) or CR (closing remarks).

3 Read the letter and find examples of short
forms, phrasal verbs and everyday vocabulary.

ñ Write back soon and tell me your news.
ñ Sorry I haven’t been in touch for a while.
ñ Hi! What’s up?
ñ Hi! Guess what?
ñ I’m writing to let you know that ...
ñ Can’t wait to see you.
ñ Well, that’s all from me.
ñ Bye for now.
ñ Got to go now.

Let’s look closer

2 Anna is an exchange student in the UK. Read
her letter to her friend and put the paragraphs
in the correct order.

Hope you like the new area. What are
your neighbours like? Have you made
any new friends? What about your
new classmates? Write back soon.
Jenny

You have recently moved to another town.

This is part of a letter you received from a

friend.

Now write a letter answering your friend’s
questions (100-120 words). 

Your turn

5 Read the rubric and underline the key words.
What information do they give you?

Dear + (your friend’s first name)

Introduction
(Para 1) How are you going to greet your

friend? Why are you writing the letter? 
Main Body 
(Paras 2-3) What are your new neighbours like?

What new friends have you made?
What are they like? 
What are your classmates like?

Conclusion
(Para 4) What are your closing remarks? 

How will you sign off? 

Understanding rubrics

To plan your piece of writing, read the rubric

carefully and underline the key words. Key words

indicate: the type of writing, the target reader, who

you are, the writing style, the reason for writing

and the topics you are going to write about. These

will help you decide what you will write.

6 Portfolio: Answer the questions in the plan,
then write your letter (100-120 words).

Dear Penny,

My host family are wonderful! Mr Brown is

really funny. He’s always telling us jokes. Mrs

Brown is great, too. She’s a fantastic cook and keeps

making me cakes and lots of other lovely things!

Their daughter Cindy is our age. She’s really cool.

We often go shopping together. Last, but not least,

there’s Andy, Cindy’s fourteen-year-old brother. He

is quite shy and likes playing football.

Anyway, got to go now – I’ve got an English

exam tomorrow. Keep in touch!

I really like going to school here! The

teachers are very helpful. It’s great fun learning

another language! My classmates are all really

friendly, especially Sally. She helps me out and is

very kind. Charlie is the class clown. He’s always

getting into trouble for making everyone laugh!

How are things going? Just dropping you a

line to tell you about life here in York.

Love,

Anna

d

c

b

a

Why are you
late, Stan? I was on time 

until I saw a sign that
said “SLOW DOWN –
SCHOOL AHEAD.”

Writing an informal letter giving news

11
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2 Discuss each picture, using the notes below:

ñ type of animal: mammal, reptile, amphibian, etc
ñ natural habitat: 

land – jungle, forest, woodlands, prairie, mountains, etc 

water – pond, river, lake, wetlands, ocean, etc
ñ endangered by: 

hunting/fishing – for food, for its fur/etc, as pets, etc

habitat changes – fires, cutting down trees, pollution,

building houses/roads/fences, etc

Chimpanzees are mammals that live in forests. They are
endangered because their habitat is destroyed when
the forests they live in are cut down. People also hunt
them for food or to sell as pets.

Reading

3 a. Look at the title of the text and the headings
on p.13. What do you think you are going to
read about? Listen, read and check.

Getting the main idea

Every paragraph contains a main idea. Finding the

main idea of each section helps you understand

the author’s purpose.

1 There are around 12,000 endangered 

species today. ......

2 The Red Data List gives details of 

endangered wildlife. ......

3 Many plants are also endangered 

because of humans. ......

4 The European bison is endangered 

because of hunters. ......

5 The red wolf is endangered because 

man has cut down the trees. ......

b. In pairs, find the main idea in each paragraph.
What is the author’s purpose in writing?

3 Wildlife habitats are only found in the

countryside.

4 Pond habitats are smaller than woodland

habitats.

5 Half of all British wildlife is in danger of

disappearing.

6 There aren’t any places left for animals to 

live in.

7 Many animals’ habitats are no longer the

same.

8 There are fewer ponds these days because 

of man.

9 It’s too late to save animals from extinction.

10 Making a pond in your garden can help

wildlife.

Portfolio: Work in groups. Collect information
about two wildlife habitats in your country and
the animals that live there. Write a short article
about them (50-80 words) for a teen magazine.
Write: where they are, what lives there, your opinion.
Decorate your article with pictures.

boa

Lead-in

1 Listen and read the song. How is it related to
the title of the unit and the pictures?

Listen, everybody, to the call of the wild

Calling every adult, and calling every child

Calling out for help, for a way to survive

Calling out for freedom, and trying to stay alive

1 Britain has a wide variety of wildlife.

2 All animals need a lot of space to live

in.toad

4 Look at the sentences (1-10) about
wildlife and habitats. Read the text
carefully and mark each sentence as 
T (true ) or F (false). Then explain the
meanings of the words in bold. In
pairs, think of another title for the text.

6 Think of ten words you have learnt in this
lesson. In pairs, make sentences using them.

Listening

5 You are going to listen to someone talking
about endangered species. Listen and write 
Yes or No next to each sentence.

12
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bald eagle

bison

sea turtle

chimpanzee

otter

Bengal tiger

chinchilla

wolf

spotted dolphin

panda

macaw

brown hare

For a leaflet about how to create your own wildlife pond, please call: 0645 333 111.

What is wildlife?
‘Wildlife’ means all the plants, animals and other living things found in the
wild. These can be mammals such as squirrels, reptiles like the sand lizard,
fish, insects, and tiny little animals that you can’t see easily.

What are habitats?
Habitats are the places where plants and animals live. They are all around us
– on the land, in the water, in the city and in the countryside. Habitats can be
large, like woodlands and farmlands, or small, like ponds and hedgerows.
Some animals live in really tiny places, like the space between sand grains! 

What is happening?
In the UK alone, there are about 37,000 different species of animals and 65,000
different species of plants. Sadly, though, over the last 100 years more than 170
plant and animal species have completely disappeared.
Today, about 15% of all British wildlife is still at risk, especially animals such
as the otter and the brown hare. Unless we do something to help, things will
only get worse.
The main reason why some types of plants and animals are becoming
endangered species is that their habitats are lost or have changed. Animals
like moths, birds and bats have lost their homes as people have cut down
the hedgerows they live in. Also, a lot of ponds are no longer suitable for
the animals and plants to live in because they are polluted, or people have
filled them in. 

What can we do?
We need to save many species of endangered British wildlife from
extinction before it is too late. You can help by supporting environmental
groups like the Environment Agency that are working to protect our rare
wildlife and habitats from the danger of disappearing forever. You can even
create a small wildlife habitat yourself, by making a pond at school or in
your garden. 

Copyright © Environment Agency
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